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Let T be a subspace of the n-dimensional Euclidean space based on GF(2). the 2-element field, 
i.e. a linear binary code. We shall say that 7 has property Pd if for every two distinct non-zero 
elements It and t2 of T the number of common l-components of I, and fz is greater than or equal 
to d and T has property Qd if for every two distinct elements of I, and t2 of 7 the number of 
common l-components of tt and 12 is smaller than or equal to d. In this paper we shall 
investigate the maximum possible size of such T’s and give a direct construction for a relatively 
great T having property Pd. 
1. Introduction 
Let EG(n,2) denote the n-dimensional finite Euclidean space over GF(2), the 
finite field consisting of 0 and 1. A subspace T of EG(n, 2), which is called a linear 
binary code of size n, has the property Pd if every two distinct non-zero elements 
t, and t2 of T have greater than or equal to d common l-components and a 
subspace T has the property Qd if every two distinct elements t, and t, of T have 
smaller than or equal to d common l-components. We investigate the cardinalities 
of such T’s which are, of course, powers of 2. Hence log,/Tl is an integer and 
naturally this is the dimension of T. 
Definition. p(n,d) = max{logzlTI : T is a linear binary code of size n having 
property Pd}. 
q(n, d) = max{ log,1 T I: T is a linear binary code of size n having property Qd}. 
The elements of T can be represented as subsets of an n-element set S and so T 
as a system of subsets of S. The sum of two elements is represented, in this way, 
with the symmetric difference (denoted by a) of the corresponding subsets. The 
condition that T is a subspace means that the set of subsets is closed under the 
operation A. If T has the property Pd or Qd, then the cardinalities of intersections 
of every two (non-empty) subsets are greater than or equal to d or smaller than or 
equal to d, respectively. We shall denote this set of subsets corresponding to T by 
XT, call it a group-system of size n and dimension m (where m = dim( T) = log,1 T/) 
and we shall say that Y= X” has the property Pd or Qd iff T has property Pd or Qd, 
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respectively. Under these notations p(n. d) is max{ logzl.rYI : .Y’C p(S), IS / = n, Y is 
a group-system having property Pd} and q(n, d) is max{log#j : XCP(S), IS/ = n, 
3“ is a group-system having property Qd}. We shall use both of the previous 
terminologies in this paper, choosing in every case the suitable one. 
In Section 2 of this paper we shall investigate q(n,d) and prove the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1. q(n, d) = min{n, d+ l}. 
In the other case Katona and Srivastava investigated p(n, 1) and they proved [1]: 
Theorem 2. 
lim sup pm s 0.2835. 
n-0 n 
Using the random choice technic Komlos proved [2]: 
Theorem 3. 
0.20752 tlog,<lim inf p(np ‘) 
2 - R-m n’ 
It seems to be rather difficult to determine the exact value of p(n, 1) even if n is 
relatively small. Katona and Srivastava could do it for ns 14 [l]. 
In Section 3 of the paper we shall prove that if d> n/4, then p(n, d) 5 [log& + l)] 
and one can reach this upper bound if n =2k- 1 and d= 2k-2 for some k. In 
Section 4 we shall prove the following two theorems in the case of d= n/4 using the 
methods of Katona, Srivastava and Komlos: 
Theorem 4. For 0 ly 5 ) 
lim sup p(s d) ----IH(+-~qi=Ej) 
n-.oD n 
d/nhy 
where CI is the unique root in the interval [2y,+] of the equation 
H(i-Vlyt (I-&)) x=H(+-RF%) 
and H is the entropy function defined by 
H(6)= -6 log26-(1 -6) log,(l-6) for 0<6<1. 
Theorem 5. For Ocy10.074 
p(n,d) lim inf -=- log, $ 
II-c8 n 
- 2 (l-y)-+ MY). 
d/n-y 
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We cannot determine the exact values of y for which 
lim inf ‘-d)>O. 
d/n-y 
Finally, in Section 5 we shall give a direct construction for a T having property 
Pd such that the dimension of T is relatively great in comparison with the size of T. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let S be an n-element set, we shall give a set-system .XCP(S) having property 
Qd, which has the maximum dimension. Let S’ be a subset of S of cardinality 
min{n,d+ 1) and let I= P(S’). Then it is easy to see that X has property Qd and 
of course logzj.Yl =min{n,d+ 1). Now let XcP(S) be any set-system having 
property Qd. We shall prove that IX ~2~~’ and so 13’1 rmin{2”,2d+1}. We may 
suppose that there is an HE A” such that IHI >d because in the other case 3” has 
property Qd_ I and so I.P”[ Imin{2”, 2d) by induction. Let H be one of the elements 
of Y having cardinality greater than d. If for two distinct elements H, and Hz of 
X HflH,=HflH2 holds, then Hfl(HIL,Hz)=O so HLIH,~IHz>H, i.e., 
(HA H, LI H2)n H= H holds too. But here HiI HI LI Hz is an element of .Y too, 
HLI H, fl Hz # H and IHI >d which is a contradiction. Hence we know that 
I(HflHi:HiEX’}j=I.Y/ and now it is enough to prove that I{HflHi:HiE31V}II 
2d+ I 
Let H, and Hz be elements of .X Then (HnH,) LI (HnH,) = Hn(H, LI Hz) 
and since H,LIH,E.Y SO (HnH,)L(HflHz)E{HnHi:HiEY} too, i.e. 
{Hfl Hi: Hi E I?‘} is closed under the operation A. The cardinality of intersection 
of every two elements of 3“ is smaller than or equal to d, hence the cardinalities of 
elements of {Hfl Hi: Hi E X} are smaller than or equal to d expect H= Hfl H. Let 
Hi’ denote Hfl Hi for Hi E Y and let H* be one of the H;‘s of maximum cardinality 
but not H*= H. Then IH* (Id. Let Hi, Hi, Hi be three distinct elements of 
{HfIHi:HiEY’} such that H*nH;=H*flH$=H*f7H;. Then 
(H;nH;)nH*=(H;LlH;)nH*=(H;aHj)nH*=O. 
Since Hi, Hi and Hj are distinct sets there are two of them, let us say Hi and Hj, 
suchthatO#H;aH;~H\H*.ThenH*S:H;nH;aH*~HandH;aH;aH*E 
{HflHi: HiE 3) too and IHi Ll Hi LI H* j > I H* 1 which is a contradiction. SO 
if ACH*, then there are at most two distinct elements (Hi and Hi) of 
{HflHi:HiEX} such that H*flH;=H*nH;=A, hence 
In the further sections of the paper we shall deal with the question of p(n,d). 
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3. The case of d>n/4 
Let .Y be a group-system of size n having property Pdr i.e. let XC P(S) (ISI =n) 
be closed under the operation A such that for every two distinct non-empty sets 
H,, Hz of .H 1 H, n Hz1 ?d holds. Let us consider a .iy’ that is of maximum cardi- 
nality among the group-systems having the above properties. We may assume that 
UX= S. If it is not true, then let H,, H z, . . . . H,,, (m =p(n, d)) denote a basis of _$ 
i.e. the corresponding elements of the elements of a basis in the linear binar code 
T where T corresponds to .X Then Hi = H, U (S \ IJx), H,, . . . . H,,, is a basis of 
such a group-system .Y*C P(S) which satisfies the property Pd, logZIX* 1 =p(n, d) 
and IJx*= S. 
Lemma 1. A group-system XC P(S) has property Pd iff for every two distinct non- 
empty elements HI, Hz of .X 1 H, \ Hz! h d holds. 
The proof is very simple and we can omit it. 
Lemma 2. IJXC P(S) (ISI = ) n is a group-system having property U.Y= S, then the 
average size of elements of Y is n/2 and the average size of intersections of two 
distinct non-empty elements of Jp is Zmn/4 (2”’ - 1) where log,lll = m. 
Proof. If XE S, then there is an HE .Y such that XE H. Let us form pairs from sets 
of X such that H, and Hz is a pair iff HI LI H= Hz (and so Hz n H= H,). The 
number of these pairs is 2”‘-t since {4 H) is a pair too, and there is exactly one 
member of every pair which contains x so there are exactly 2m-’ members of .Y 
which contain x. Now 
“& IHI= Jr & 1= Es L,r 1 =n 2m-‘9 
hence the average size of elements of .Y is n/2. We can count the average size of 
intersections of two elements of .Y in a similar way. 
Corollary. For given numbers m, n, d satisfying the condition d>2”n/4(2m- 1) 
the following inequality holds: m >p(n, d). 
The weaker condition dz 2mn/4(2m - 1) implies m ?p(n, d). 
For example if d> n/3, then even if m = 2, it implies that 22n/4(2’ - 1) = n/3 cd, 
so there does not exist a group-system on S of property Pd. (The case of m = 1 is 
not interesting because there is only one non-empty set in X and it is senseless to 
speak about property Pd.) 
Lemma 3. If 3’~ P(S) is a group-system and the cardinality of intersection of every 
two distinct non-empty elements of Xis d, then His a 2d-uniform set-system except 
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the empty set of course. Converse/y, if .Yc P(S) is a Zd-uniform group-system 
except the empty set, then the cardinality of intersection of two distinct non-empty 
elements of .X is d. 
Proof is easy and omitted. 
From now on we shall call a set-system a uniform set-system if the cardinalities 
of its sets are of the same size except the empty set. 
Lemma 4. If YC P(S) is a uniform group-system, IS/ = n, then j.Yl_( 2[@(“+ ‘)I 
and this upper bound is sharp. If .YCP(S) is a d-uniform group system, then, 
independently of the size of S, 1x1 is smaller than or equal to the double of the 
greatest 2-power divisor of d and we can reach this bound on a set S of cardinality 
2d- 1. (Here [x] denotes the integer part of x.) 
Proof. If Yc P(S) is a uniform set-system, then according to the Fischer-inequality 
IX\ (0}1 in and if .Y is a group-system, then 1.~1 is a 2-power, hence 1.X/ _( 
21iog2@+ ‘)I. We can form a group-system YC P(S) of cardinality 2t’og~(n+“J by
choosing a basis of X Let H’ be an arbitrary subset of S where the cardinality of 
H, is 2~‘“~~(n+‘)1-1. Let H2=H;UH; where H$CHI, Hj’CS\H, and II+;/ = jH$ = 
2[‘“g~(n+‘)]-2 and so on. We can choose by this way [log,(n + I)] subsets of S which 
form a basis of a 2”ogz(n+“‘-’ uniform group-system of cardinality 2[‘ogz’n * ‘)I. 
To prove the second part of the lemma we show that if 2 is a d-uniform 
group-system, then for every linearly independent elements Hl,H2, . . ..H. of .X 
IH,nH2n...nHiI=d/2’-’ holds. This is proved for i=2 by Lemma 2 and we 
prove it by induction on i. Let us suppose that the statement is true for i- 1. Then 
Here the cardinality of the symmetric difference of the two last sets is d/2’-2 but 
the cardinalities of the sets are d/2’-’ too, so the cardinality of the intersection of 
these sets is d/2’-‘. To construct d-uniform group-system of the greatest possible 
cardinality we can use the same process which is used in the first part of the lemma, 
but in this case we can choose only i=(max{j:ZiJd))+ 1 independent subsets of a 
ground-set of cardinality 2d- 1. 
Previously we saw that d>n/3 does not hold. If d>n/4, then drnM ++ since 
d and n are integers. If 2’“- 1 >n also holds, then d>2”n/4(2” - 1) and so 
according to the Corollary of Lemma 2, p(n,d)<m holds. Hence in the case of 
d>n/4, p(n,d)l[10g2(n+ I)]. On the other hand this upper bound is attainable. 
Let S be an n-element set where n = 2k- 1. According to Lemma 4 there is a 
2k-‘-uniform group-system on S in which the cardinality of the intersection of 
every two distinct non-empty subsets is 2k-2 s0p(2~- 1,2k-2)=k=10g2(n+ 1) and 
here d=2k-2>(2k- 1)/4=n/4. 
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We now investigate the case of dsn/4. 
4. Proofs of Theorem 4 and 5 
Let .w’CP(S) be a group-system satisfying property Pd and let H be an arbitrary 
non-empty element of .X Let .Y* denote the set-system {HI~H~:H,E .Y>. Now we 
can prove similarly as we did in the proof of Theorem 1 that ._%“* is a group-system 
on the ground-set H, j.rP* / = I.I?~ and the cardinalities of sets in Y* are greater than 
or equal to d, expect the empty set. Here the only different point from the case of 
property Qd is the proof of the statement hat ).X*1 = 1x1 holds. But it follows 
from the fact that the images of two distinct elements of .X in 31”* are necessarily 
distinct sets, since if H, n H= Hzn H, then (H, A H,)fl H= 0, which is contra- 
diction. 
Let B(n, d) = max{ J.R( : IC f’(S) is a group-system, ISi = n and if HI, Hz E .X 
HI #Hz then ]H, A H2j Ed}. It immediately follows from the above mentioned 
facts that X* satisfies the conditions of this definition, so 1~“) = IX’*) <B(IHI, d). 
If H is a non-empty set of X with smallest cardinality and m denotes 1 H 1, then 
obviously 1.~1 s&n, m), so IX/ 5 min{B(n, m), B(m,d)}. But it is easy to see that 
m I 2d, so the following corollary is true: 
Corollary 
p(n, d) s max{ min{ log+@, m), log,B(m, d)} : 2ds m 5 n} . (1) 
Let A(n,d)=max{l~‘(:.YYCP(S), lSI=n and if HlrHz~.K H,#H, then 
IN, A Hzlrd}. Then it is clear that B(n,d)sA(n,d). Let 
A(x) = lim sup(log2A(n, [xn]))/n for Ocx< I. 
n-m 
McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey and Welch proved in [3] that 
/l(x)sH(+~I~). 
Now we can prove the statement of Theorem 4. (1) implies that 
(2) 
lim sup p(n’d) 
n-a 
-slim~up(max~in~og2B~m’d), 1og28n(n9m)j :Zd<m=n]) 
n 
d/n-.y d/n hy 
rli~_sup(sup~inCogz~(~~‘~ “]) x, 1og2Ajln, ]“‘)I : 2yrx5 I]). (3) 
Let a be the number defined in Theorem 4 and let us denote H(+ - y’-j) 
by a’. Let us denote the last member of (3) by p. If p is smaller than or equal to 
a’, then we have nothing to prove. Now suppose that /3>a’. This means that there 
are infinitely many n’s for which 
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sup min I I h?wwnl, Lwl) x lo&Ah I-4) , xn n 
i.e. there are infinitely many n’s for which there are x,,‘s such that 
Let us suppose that there are infiniteIy many numbers among these X,‘S which 
are greater than or equal to a. Then for these x’s 
fog&r, 1.W) 5 fogz.4 (n, kznl) 
n n ’ 
so there are infinitely many n’s satisfying 
log24n, [anl),P3 
n -2 
which implies that 
lim sup logAn, IaNzP+ a’ 
II-m n 2 . 
(4) 
Here the left hand side of (4) is smaller than or equal to H(+ - $uF)> = cy’ by 
(2), so a’? (p+ a’)/2 which is a contradiction. This implies that there are infinitely 
many numbers among these x,,‘s which are smaller than a. But if x<a, then 
log+Nanl, LA)2 &wNxnl, Lml), 
i.e. there are infinitely many n’s for which 
b32Nb4~ Lml) a,lowNwl, Lvnl) x ,P+cI’ 
an x”n 
tl- 2 * 
It is easy to see that it implies the existence of infinitely many n’s for which 
~w2.4Ianl~ Lwl> .,P+2a 
[anI 3 ’ 
so 
lim sup h2A ([anI, bnl) a, P + 22’ _-. 
n-C4 [anI 3 
The left hand side of (5) is smaller than or equal to 
(5) 
which is equal to H(+ - i=)) = a’ according to Theorem 4, i.e. a’> (/I + 2a’)/3 
which is a contradiction again. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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We now shall prove Theorem 5. If n and d are given and d- 1~0.074 n, then we 
can choose a linear binar code TcEG(n,2) or, which is the same, a group-system 
.fTcP(S) (IS/ = n) having the property Pd and great cardinality by random choice 
technique. Let the dimension of T, i.e. log,j.f$l be denoted by m, we have to 
choose it as large as possible. It is enough to give m linearly independent vectors 
of EG(n,2) which is a basis of T or a corresponding set-system in P(S). Let the 
elements of S be in a basis-vector of r/r with probability + independently of each 
other. Let X, Yc{1,2 ,..., rn] be two distinct sets, let X be non-empty and let Hx 
and HY denote the sum of those basis-vectors whose indices are in X and Y, 
respectively. It is easy to see that, according to Lemma 1, these m basis-vectors pan 
a linear binary code TI EC@, 2) having the property Pd and dimension m iff for 
all these pairs (X, Y), JHx\ Hyl rd holds. We shall prove that in the case of 
1 >2’m(dlI)(S_)n-d+’ th e probability of this event is positive, that is, there is such 
a T or &-. 
Let us estimate the probability of the event that [Hx\H,(<d. Let DCS, 
/D I= d - 1, we shall count the probability Hx \ Hyc D. Let II be any element of S. 
Then P(a E Hx implies a E If,) = P(a 6 Hx \ HY) 14 which obviously implies that 
P(Hx\ H*c_ D)s(f)“-d+‘, so P(IH,\H,j<d)lbl,)(f)“-d”. We can choose 
X and Y by 2”- I and 2” ways, respectively, and so the probability of the event 
that there are X and Y such that IHx\ HyJ cd is smaller than 22m(d!! l)(f)“-dil< 1. 
Thus we see that if for given n,m and d, 2*“(d!! I)(f)“-d+’ < 1 holds, then 
p(m,d)rm holds too, that is, 
p(n,d)rr+ log, f (n-d+ 1)--i iog,(,!!l), - 1 
where rx) 
that is 
means the upper integer part of x. This implies 
p(n,d),J+ log, f (n-d+ I>--+ b!&,!!,fl - 1 
n - 
3 
n 
lim inf p(n,z+ log, f (1 -y)-f H(y). 
II-CC n 
d/n-y 
Now Theorem 5 is proved. We mention that the right hand side of the last 
inequality is positive for y= 0.074 but it is not positive for y=O.O75. 
5. Construction 
Let us see first the case of d= 1. Katona and Srivastava proved [I] that m(3,l) = 
m(5,1)=2, m(6,1)=m(8,1)=3, m(9,1)=m(12,1)=4 and m(13,1)=m(14,1)=5 
They gave an unpublished direct construction of a group-system .3‘CP(S) (ISI = n 
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having property P, of dimension m = @. Now we give another direct construction 
such that the dimension will be rnZ+ .‘ogj’>l fz”.63. 2 
We give the linear codes by its bases. First we give linear codes of dimension 
m = 2k having property P, with code-words of length n = 3k. This obviously implies 
that in any case we can give an appropriate linear code of dimension rn?j n’Og3*. 
Let us suppose that for a given k we have the construction (for example k= 1) and 
the 3k-dimensional basis vectors are H,, . . . , Hp. For k + 1 we can give 2k+’ basis 
vectors G,. . ...@, F,, . . ..F2i of dimension jk+’ by the following way: Let the 
first 3k entries of G; be the 3k entries of Hi respectively, the second 3k entries of Gi 
be 0 and the third 3k entries of Gi be the same as the first 3k respectively. Let the 
first 3k entries of Hi be 0 and the second and third 3k entries of Fi be the 3k entries 
of Hi respectively. For example if for the case of n = 3 and m = 2, (1, 1,0) and 
(0, 1,l) is a basis, then for the case of n = 9 and m = 4 we get the following basis: 
(1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0). (0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,l), 
(0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0), (0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0). 
Now the linear independency of the Hi’s implies the linear independency of the 
Gi’s and Fi’S and it is easy to check that if the linear binar code spanned by the 
Hi’s has the property P,, then the linear binar code spanned by the Gi’S and Fi’S 
also has it. 
We can carry on the same construction in the case of property Pd if we can find 
a ground-set of minimum cardinality for a linear binar code having property Pd 
and small dimension. If we want to make a linear binary code of dimension 2, then 
the cardinality of the ground-set is greater than or equal to 3d which implies that 
the cardinality of the ground-set is greater than or equal to d 3k in the case of 
m =2k following the above written way. But this is not better than the trivial 
construction substituting each element of a ground-set corresponding to property 
P, by d new elements. 
We can reach a better construction using the construction of Lemma 4. Let 
d=2Pe where e is an odd integer. Then it is easy to see that, according to Lemma 
4, we can give a 2(2Pe)-uniform group-system of dimension p + 2 on a ground-set 
of cardinality 4(2pe) - e in which the cardinality of the intersection of two distinct 
non-empty sets is d=2Pe. This implies that we can give for this d=2Pe a group- 
system having property Pd and dimension m = (p + 2)2k on a ground-set of cardi- 
nality n = e(4 2p - 1)3k. This result is better than the previous one in the case of 
p>O. Especially in the case of e= 1, that is, d = 2p the dimension of the appro- 
priate linear code is m = 0, + 2)2k = (log,d+ 2)2k on a ground-set of cardinality 
n=(4 2p- 1)3k=(4d- 1)3k. 
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